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V Ngalwana (Adjudicator), N Jeram (Deputy Adjudicator), C Nkuhlu (Snr Assistant Adjudicator), L Shrosbree (Snr Assistant Adjudicator), 

           Please quote our reference: PFA/WE/2925/2005/nvc 
 

 
Re: DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION 

FUNDS ACT 24 of 1956 (“the Act”): S H Jansen van Vuuren v South 
African Retirement Annuity Fund (“the fund”) and Old Mutual Life 
Assurance Company (SA) Limited (“Old Mutual” or “the insurer”)  

 
Introduction  
 
[1] Having considered the complaint received by this office on 26 May 2005 

and further written submissions, I consider it unnecessary to hold a 
hearing in this matter. In December 2005 an announcement was made of 
a Statement of Intent between the Minister of Finance, on the one hand, 
and the Life Offices Association and five large life assurers on the other, in 
terms of which the life assurers would commit themselves to certain 
minimum standards in respect of retirement annuity funds and endowment 
policies. Although the statement is not binding on this office, we 
nevertheless referred all retirement annuity fund complaints (including this 
one) back to the management boards and life assurers administering 
these funds with a view to facilitating an amicable resolution of the 
complaint between the parties without the intervention of this office. This 
matter was referred for settlement to the fund on 18 January 2006. The 
parties were given 30 days to settle the matter failing which this office 
would determine the complaint in  the ordinary course. Many complaints 
were settled on this basis but the  settlement terms were not divulged to 
this office. However, on 7 March 2006 we were informed that the parties in 
this complaint had failed to reach a settlement in this case.  The details of 
disagreement were not communicated to us. It is with that brief 
background that we now determine this complaint in the ordinary 
course. My determination and reasons therefor appear below. 

 
[2] As the background facts are known to all the parties, I shall only repeat 
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those facts that are pertinent to the issues raised herein.  
 
Factual Background 
 
[3] You commenced to contribute to the fund in its Flexi Pension Pure 

Investment policy, and elected to invest in the Worldwide Equity Fund 
portfolio from August 1997 at the monthly rate of R500. You increased the 
monthly contribution to R1 250 in November 1999. You ceased 
contributing in August 2004 (having reached the age of 69) at which time 
the total contributions made to the fund amounted to R84 500.  

 
[4] The value of the policy was R68 717 at maturity. You received R20 000 in 

cash and the balance was transferred to BOE Investment Administrators 
for the purchase of a monthly pension of R200.  

 
[5] You advise that during the course of the policy you regularly contacted 

your broker, Mr Mike Weston of Mike Weston Brokers, to enquire about 
the performance of this investment at Old Mutual. You say that he 
“always” replied that it was doing well and that it would be worth R125 000 
at maturity and that you need not be concerned about the investment. 
When you advised him in 2004 that the investment was worth R68 000 
that is, about R17 000 less than what you contributed, he advised you “did 
you not hear about the September 11th disaster?” 

 
Complaint 
 
[6] Your complaint concerns the loss of almost R57 000 that you say you 

suffered in relation to the illustrative maturity value of R125 000 that was 
apparently given to you by your financial advisor. Further, you are 
aggrieved that you received much less (R68 717) from the fund than what 
you contributed (R84 500) in real terms the difference is R15 783. You 
want to be reimbursed by Old Mutual for the loss you say you suffered in 
respect of this investment. 

 
 
 
 
Response by the fund and Old Mutual to your complaint 
 
Technical point 
 
[7]     The fund raised a technical point, stating that your grievance concerns the 

policy value and, as such, constitutes insurance business which falls 
outside the definition of a complaint in the Act. In this regard it referred to 
the fact that the fund operates exclusively by way of individual insurance 
policies issued by Old Mutual to the fund and that the policies issued by 
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Old Mutual in its capacity as long-term insurer are “life policies” as 
defined in the Long-term Insurance Act of 1998. It also says that the 
policies issued to the fund are regulated by the Long-Term Insurance Act, 
that the contributions paid by the members constitute the assets of Old 
Mutual for which the latter is liable to pay tax, and finally that the only 
assets of the fund are its claims against Old Mutual in respect of the 
policies issued to the fund.  

 
Merits 
 
[8]      On the merits, the fund says that  it was confirmed by the underwriter that  
          there is no record of any documents in which you were advised of the 

maturity value of R125 000. It states that you had signed a proposal form 
in which you declared that you would be bound by the rules of the fund,         
as well as the conditions of the contract between the Trustees of the fund 
and Old Mutual.  

 
[9] The fund says that the policy sets out that there is no guaranteed growth 

rate in the fund and that you were advised accordingly. The asset values 
were subject to market fluctuations and exchange rates and the fund 
value suffered an overall negative internal rate of return of -4.55% over 
the period of the investment.  

  
[10] The fund further states that you could have, if you so wished, switched 

the investment portfolios.  
 
[11] The fund also states that given the limitation of its liability in terms of rule 

6.7, and the underwriter’s conclusion that your fund value was correctly 
calculated, the fund has no further obligation to you. 

 
Determination and reasons therefor 
 
Technical point 

[12] With regard to the technical point raised by the fund, I am satisfied that the 
complaint does not concern long-term Insurance business but actually 
relates to a retirement annuity fund, namely, the South African Retirement 
Annuity Fund, which is a pension fund organization as defined in the Act.   
For the reasons more fully set out in Schwartz v Central Retirement 
Annuity Fund and Another [2005] 5 BPLR 435 (PFA) at paragraphs [17] to 
[28] and authorities referred to therein and Louw v Central Retirement 
Annuity Fund and Another [2005] 7 BPLR 622 (PFA) at paragraphs [17] to 
[36], I cannot uphold the contention that this matter constitutes “long-term 
insurance business” over which I have no jurisdiction.   

 
[13] Furthermore, Davis J (in whose judgment Le Grange AJ concurred) in 

Central Retirement Annuity Fund v Adjudicator of Pension Funds and 
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Others [2005] 8 BPLR 655 (C) at 660C - E confirmed the jurisdiction of this 
office and stated:  

   
“The Rules of the Fund set out its essential purpose as being to provide benefits 
to members upon retirement.  The fact that applicant may be exempt in terms of 
the applicable law from audit cannot exempt it from playing a role in the fulfillment 
of its purpose.  In any event, applicant is a pension fund organization and has 
separate legal personality in terms of s51 (a) [sic] of the Act. It cannot simply be 
treated as an illusionary ‘go between’ the members such as second respondent 
and Sanlam Life. It should be accountable to its members and hence be subject 
to the discipline of the Act’s complaint mechanism.” 

 
[14] In so far as your complaint implicitly relates to the administration of the 

fund and/or the investment of its funds and is implicit therein that you 
allege prejudice (in that you have been paid a lesser benefit than what you 
expected) in consequence of the perceived maladministration of the fund, 
your grievance constitutes a complaint as defined (See Louw v Central 
Retirement Annuity Fund and Another [2005] 7 BPLR 363 at paragraphs 
[11] to [15].)  

 
[15] The technical point is therefore dismissed. 
 
Merits 
 
 [16] In terms of part 2 of the policy document, the balance of the Accumulation 

Account becomes available to purchase an annuity at maturity date. 
“Accumulation Account" is defined as follows in the glossary of terms in 
the policy document: 

 
“Each policy is administered through its Accumulation Account which is increased 
by contributions and investment returns, and reduced by expense and benefit 
charges.”  

 
[17] Therefore once you decided to invest in a market-related portfolio, you 

carried the investment risk. This means that you benefited from a surge in 
the market and carried the loss in periods where the market was in 
decline. 

 
[18] I am satisfied that the fact that the values were not guaranteed and 

depended on actual growth rates, annuity rates and inflation rates. Under 
part 3.5 of the policy document it is states: 

 
  “There is no guaranteed growth rate applicable to the Accumulation Account.” 
 
[19] From the evidence, the following year-on-year interest rates were 

applicable to your investment, which contributed to the erosion of the 
balance held in your Accumulation Account:  

 
  “1997/1998 65.11% 
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   1998/1999 15.53% 
   1999/2000 13.24% 
   2000/2001 - 7.72% 
   2001/2002 - 5.65% 
   2002/2003 -13.35% 
   2003/2004 -  3.46%” 
   
[20] You have not provided any evidence that the fund or Old Mutual had 

undertaken to pay you R125 000 or for that matter any other amount as a 
retirement benefit. You have also not provided any details or proof in 
respect of the interest rates at which the respondents should have 
invested your contributions, in order to attain the benefit that you expected 
to receive.  

 
[21] Furthermore, although you are aggrieved about the decrease in the benefit 

value, you have not attacked the basis for the illustrative value nor have 
you shown that the fund was maladministered due to attaining the poor 
investment growth in the Worldwide Equity Fund.  

 
[22] In the result your complaint cannot succeed.  
 
[23] From the evidence before me, it is evident that you are also aggrieved by 

the advice and conduct of your financial adviser.  I do not have jurisdiction 
to consider a complaint directed against a financial adviser. In this regard 
you may contact the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services (FAIS) 
Ombudsman, whose contact details appear at the foot of this letter. 

 
Dated at Cape Town on this the               day of                                  2006.  
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
Vuyani Ngalwana 
Pension Funds Adjudicator 
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